Wings
Written by Emily Arrow and Freckleland

Here sits little I

wishing I could fly

Climb up the tallest tree skin my knee anything just to be

closer to the sky

Oh Amelia you remind me I have wings
Wings

You were oh so brave
Cross the ocean wave up
in that plane all by yourself I wanna feel the way you felt
feel hey

Oh Amelia you remind me I have wings
Oh Amelia you remind me I have
Wings

F Eb        C        Am
Gm
_ wings _

F Eb        C        Bb
_ wings _

C Bb
fold ing paper air planes now__ But

Am Gm
one day__ I would touch the__ clouds__ I'm

F Eb
fold ing paper air planes now__ But

Dm Cm G
one day__ I would touch the__ clouds__

Am Gm C Bb F Eb C Bb
Oh ______ A me lia__ you re mind me I__ have wings
Oh A-melia you remind me I have wings

Oh A-melia you remind me I have wings

Oh A-melia you remind me I have wings

Oh A-melia you remind me I have wings

Oh A-melia you remind me I have wings

Oh A-melia you remind me I have wings